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Although Siraitia grosvenorii (abbreviated as S.g.) is frequently used to prevent and

cure diabetes problems, the precise mechanism underlying its ability to do so

remains unknown. Through network pharmacology and molecular docking

techniques, we studied the early molecular mechanisms of S.g in the treating of

proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) in this study. The Traditional Chinese

Medicine Systems Pharmacology (TCMSP) database was used to screen the

active compounds and related targets of S.g. Oral bioavailability (OB) 30% and

drug likeness (DL) 0.18 were used as screening criteria. The active compounds

without knowledge of a probable target were excluded. The Uniprot database

included converted symbols for the associated targets. GEO2Rwas used to explore

several genes related to PDR. Using jvennweb service to intersect targets of S.g and

PDR. The Xiantao Academic Online website was used to examine the expression

patterns of intersect targets in PDR samples. The STRING database was used to

create a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network of intersecting targets.

Cytoscape software was used to show the PPI network, MCODE software was

used to evaluate the network’s core proteins, andCytoHubba softwarewas used to

extract the important networks of the top three targets.Omicshare platformcarried

a functional analysis using the Gene Ontology (GO) and pathway enrichment

analysis using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG). Pymol,

AutoDock Vina software, Schrödinger Software were used to conduct molecular

docking experiments or pockets search on the top three targets. The results

showed that 85 targets were matched to six active compounds of S.g.

18 intersect targets were found. Seven DEGs were up-regulated and eleven

genes were down-regulated when these targets were divided into two groups.

TNF, PTGS2, and CASP3 were the main targets, according to the PPI network. The

intersect targets were mostly related to angiogenesis, cell proliferation, oxidative

stress, inflammatory response, and metabolism. It was discovered that the core

targets TNF, PTGS2, and CASP3 had various levels of affinity for their respective

compounds. Interestingly, multiple good drug-forming pockets for CASP3 and
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PTGS2 targets were identified through Schrödinger software. In particular, six

compounds bind to the top three core targets to inhibit IL-17 signaling

pathway, AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic complications, Pathways in

cancer and 14 other signaling pathways to inhibit inflammation, apoptosis,

oxidative stress, arachidonic acid metabolism, and angiogenesis to prevent and

treat PDR. The study’s findings, which served as a guide for the widespread use of

S.g in PDR clinical practise, includedmulti-substances and targets of S.g to prevent

and cure PDR.

KEYWORDS

Siraitia grosvenorii, proliferative diabetic retinopathy, network pharmacology,
molecular docking, mechanism

Introduction

Neovascularization or preretinal/vitreous bleeding are

characteristics of proliferative diabetic retinopathy, or PDR,

For all abbreviations involved in this document, please refer

to Supplementary Table S1. In individuals with diabetes, hypoxia,

oxidation, inflammation, neurodegeneration, and leukocyte

suppression are the primary contributors to PDR

pathogenesis. The diabetic retina is subject to pathological

effects of the PDR vitreous, which promote further disease

development (Nawaz et al., 2019). Although there have been

significant advancements in the treatment of PDR (Tan et al.,

2021), the prospective medications created in response to the

intricate pathogenic mechanism of PDR are far from sufficient,

especially given the absence of traditional Chinese

medicine (TCM).

The therapeutic benefits of TCM on retinopathy have

steadily come to light in recent years (Song and Zhu, 2019;

Liu et al., 2022). S. g is a medicinal and edible related plant with

anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and blood sugar-lowering

properties (Liu et al., 2018). Mogrosides, kaempferol,

quercetin, succinic acid, vanillic acid, triterpenoid saponins,

and other substances are among the primary components of

S.g (Gong et al., 2019). For the therapy of diabetic retinopathy, S.g

has been mentioned (Xu and Lin, 2009). PDR is a kind of diabetic

retinopathy. This suggests that S.gmay be a useful TCM for PDR

prevention and therapy. How S.g could prevent and cure PDR is

still a mystery.

TCM offers certain benefits in the prevention and

specialised therapy of PDR due to the multi-target and

multi-channel intervention techniques it uses, as well as its

overall management and synergy. Therefore, Combined use of

computer information technology and TCM will play a

significant role in elucidating the mechanism of prevention

and therapy of some diseases.

Chemoinformatics, bioinformatics, network biology, and

pharmacology are all useful tools of network pharmacology

for understanding how drugs operate (Chen et al., 2018;

Zhang et al., 2019a). TCM has gathered numerous herbal

formulations and has traditionally seen people or patients as

systems with various states. The fundamental principles of

network pharmacology and network biology, which are

developing fields, are quite similar to the holistic

philosophy of TCM. This philosophical theoretical

framework may be used to meet the needs of treating

difficult diseases like cancer. The research paradigm was

changed from the present ‘one target, one drug’ approach

to a ‘network target, multicomponent’ model in order to

identify TCM from a systematic and molecular level (Li

and Zhang, 2013). Network pharmacology assigns a higher

priority to disease-related targets matching to the constituents

of TCM. In addition, it explains combinatorial rules and

network regulatory effects of TCM recipe while revealing

drug-gene-disease co-modular linkages and screening

synergistic multi-compounds from TCM formulations in a

high-throughput manner. This approach has been validated

(Li and Zhang, 2013) and illuminates the mechanisms of

action of various TCM. A molecular level strategy for

defining structure-activity relationships (SAR) or predicting

ligand-target interactions is known as molecular docking. The

identification of new compounds with therapeutic potential

and widespread application in drug development is made

possible by computational results from this approach (Pinzi

and Rastelli, 2019). In this study, we explored the primary

bioactive components of S.g and predicted its potential

mechanism for preventing and therapy PDR using network

pharmacology technique combined with GEO chip data and

Molecular docking.

Materials and methods

Screening of active compounds of S.g

The TCMSP pharmacology database (TCMSP, http://

tcmspw.com/tcmsp.php) was used to locate the active

compounds of S. g Since traditional Chinese medicine

requires the appropriate organs and tissues of the human

body to go through the process of absorption, distribution,

metabolism, and excretion (ADME) following oral
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administration. Retrieving pharmacokinetic data was utilised

to screen active compounds. Oral bioavailability (OB) 30%

and drug likeness (DL) 0.18 were the set criteria. Without

knowing their possible targets, the active compounds were

eliminated.

Construction of active compounds-target
gene network of S.g

The TCMSP database was used to find the active

compounds and the relevant targets. Following that, targets

were performed using the UniProt database (https://www.

uniprot.org) as a standard symbol. The species was set to

‟human” in the following parameter. The network of active

compounds and S.g. targets visualisation was created using the

Cytoscape 3.8.0 programme.

Analysis of DEGs of PDR

To analyse PDR’s differentially expressed genes (DEGs),

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) data (GSE60436) was used.

The data consists of 6 samples (NO. GSM1479907 to

GSM1479912) in the experimental group and 3 samples in

the control group (NO. GSM1479904 to GSM1479906). The

GEO2R tool (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r/?acc=

GSE60436) was used to examine the DEGs in this dataset. The

following parameters are set: logFC>1 or −1 and a p-value of 0.
05. Duplicates and entries lacking Gene symbol information

were eliminated.

Determination of PDR-related targets of
the active components

The Venn diagram network tool venny 2.1.0 (https://

bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html) was used to

import the chosen active compounds and PDR-related protein

targets for analysis. The active compounds of S.g for the

prevention and treatment of PDR were shown to have a

intersecting target.

Differential expression analysis of active
compounds targets in PDR samples

The distribution of targets in PDR was shown using the volcano

plot analysis tool from Xiantao Academic. The intricate procedure

involved using the DEGs discovered by GEO2R analysis as

background genes and explicitly marking targets to track their

up- or down-regulation. The following parameters are set:

logFC>1 or −1 and a p-value of 0.05. At the same time, the

expression patterns of targets in each sample were examined

using the heat map online tool in Xiantao Academic (https://

www.xiantao.love/products).

Construction protein and protein
interaction network of targets

Using STRING 11.5 (https://cn.string-db.org/), interactions

between target proteins were investigated. Inputting the target

protein into the string database was the particular operation. The

settings were set to “Homo sapiens” “0.4” for the confidence

cutoff value, and “more” to link as many targets as feasible into

the network. The output of the findings is in the form of “short

tabular text output”. After that, the outcomes were examined

using Cytoscape 3.8.0 software. The MCODE plugin was used to

investigate the core proteins of the network. The top three

important targets of the protein and protein interaction

network were extracted using the plug-in CytoHubba.

GO and KEGG enrichment analysis of
targets

The OmicShare platform has a thorough annotation feature

(https://www.omicshare.com/tools/Home/Soft). The Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway and

Gene Ontology (GO) of targets were studied using the

Omicshare platform. These objectives have values for Log2FC.

All parameters were set as follows: “background gene files” was set

to “model species,” “version/species/type” was set to “Ensemble

104 or 51”, “Homo sapiens (GRCh38. p13)”, and “gene” was set to

“gene symbol”, p value less than 0.05 was set for plotting.

Molecular docking and molecular
mechanism speculation involved in the
core target

The top three core targets’ three-dimensional (3D) structures

were downloaded from the RCSB PDB database at https://www.

rcsb.org/. Through the TCMSP database, the active compounds

matching to the 3−position core protein in MOL2 format were

obtained. After removing the water molecules, isolating the

proteins, adding the nonpolar hydrogen, and calculating

Gasteiger charges for the structure, AutoDock Tools 1.5.

7 software was used to save the structure as a PDBQT file. The

active compounds’ MOL2 format file was saved as a PDBQT

docking ligand in the AutoDock Tools 1.5.7 programme. The

active compounds were employed as ligands and the receptors

used were TNF,CASP3, and PEGS2. The ligand coordinate in the

target protein complex determined the molecular docking’s active

site. The receptor was designed to be stiff, whereas the ligand was
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flexible. The final docking conformation was chosen based on

affinities, and Pymol 2.5.2 was used to visualise it. In order to solve

the problem that these molecules may also be allosteric regulators,

they may not bind to active sites, but bind to other sites.

Schrodinger software is used to find all possible pockets on the

protein surface and connect interested molecules to each pocket to

find the best docking position in silico. Combining the results of

two forms of molecular docking and the reported literature, the

molecular mechanism of the core target participating in the

prevention and treatment of PDR was predicted.

TABLE 1 Basic information on the main active compounds of S.g

Mol id Molecule name OB (%) DL

MOL001494 Mandenol 42 0.19

MOL001749 ZINC03860434 43.59 0.35

MOL002140 Perlolyrine 65.95 0.27

MOL000358 beta-sitosterol 36.91 0.75

MOL000422 Kaempferol 41.88 0.24

MOL009295 Flazin 94.28 0.39

FIGURE 1
“Active compounds—targets” network, six active compounds are marked in red dashed circles.
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Results

Active compounds of S.g

After screening, six active compounds were obtained from the

TCMSP database. The six compounds were Mandenol,

ZINC03860434, Perlolyrine, beta-sitosterol, kaempferol, and

Flazin (Table 1). Mandenol is a colorless to pale yellow oily

liquid. Boiling point 212 °C (1.6 kPa), 175°C (0.33 kPa), 133°C

(0.133 kPa), relative density 0.8865, refractive index 1.4675.

Insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol and ether, miscible with

aliphatic solvents and oils. This ingredient can be used to inhibit

inflammation. ZINC03860434 is a light yellow oily liquid. Freezing

point −55°C, boiling point 231°C (0.67 kPa), relative density 0.9861

(25/4°C), refractive index 1.483 (25°C). It is miscible with most

organic solvents and insoluble in water. ZINC03860434 is a solid,

the density is 1.4 ± 0.1 g/cm3, the boiling point is 533.9 ± 45.0°C at

760 mmHg, themolecular weight is 264.279, and the refractive index

is 1.749. Beta-Sitosterol is a white scaly, needle-like crystal or

crystalline powder. Odorless and tasteless. Mp136-140°C. It is

easily soluble in chloroform and carbon disulfide, slightly soluble

in ethanol or acetone, and insoluble in water. Kaempferol is a yellow

crystalline powder, melting point 276°C, boiling point 348.61°C,

density 1.2981, refractive index 1.4413, storage condition 2–8°C,

solubility in ethanol: 20 mg/ml kaempferol has antioxidant, anti-

inflammatory, anti-cancer, and anti-diabetic effects. Flazin is a solid

powder with a density of 1.513 g/cm3, a boiling point of 657.1°C at

760 mmHg, a molecular formula of C17H12N2O4, a molecular

weight of 308.28, a flash point of 351.2°C, and a refractive index of

1.771. Flazin can be used for researching diabetes and neuronal

disorders.

Construction of ‘active compounds-
targets’ network of S.g

In the TCMSP database, 85 potential targets for six S.g active

compounds were found (Supplementary Table S2). Then, using

the CytoScape 3.6.0 software, a “active compounds-targets”

interaction network was created (Figure 1). The results

showed that the components Flazin and Mandenol had two

targets each, Perlolyrine had three targets, ZINC03860434 had

four targets, kaempferol had 55 targets and beta-sitosterol had

35 targets. Kaempferol and beta-sitosterol clearly have more

targets than other active compounds. Kaempferol and beta-

sitosterol were therefore the main active compounds in S.g.

Analysis of differential genes of PDR

After screening, 3055 DEGs were obtained. Then, 2642 DEGs

were finally obtained after deduplication (Supplementary

Table S3).

Determination of PDR-related targets of
the active components

Following investigation, it was discovered that 18 intersect

targets, including HMOX1, STAT1, PIK3CG, TNF, CASP3,

PTGS1, NOS3, CDK1, PTGS2, ADRA1B, MMP1, ADRB2,

GSTM2, ACHE, KCNH2, GSTM1, CYP1B1, and CHRM3,

shared 85 targets of S.g and 2642 PDR’s DEGs (Figure 2).

Further analysis will be conducted using these shared objectives.

Differential expression analysis of target
genes

Using volcano plots, we further illustrated the distribution of

these target genes’ up- or down-regulated expression over the

complete expression profile of GES60436. The findings revealed

that seven Targets—namely, CHRM3, KCNH2, ACHE, GSTM1,

GSTM2, and CYP1B1—were down-regulated. There was an up-

regulation of 11 Targets, including, successively, PIK3CG,

CASP3, STAT1, TNF, NOS3, HMOX1, CDK1, PTGS1,

ADRA1B, MMP1, and PTGS2 (Figure 3A). When we

simultaneously conducted cluster analysis on the expression

levels of these target genes in each GES60436 sample, we

discovered that the 18 intersecting genes’ expression profiles

were split into two groups, the first of which contained genes that

were up-regulated. ACHE, KCNH2, and CHRM3 were grouped

into one branch, while KCNH2 and CHRM3 were clustered into

a smaller branch under this branch. GSTM2 and GSTM1 were

clustered into one branch, ADRB2 and CYP1B1 were clustered

into another branch, and ACHE, KCNH2, and GSTM1 were

clustered into one branch. The genes in the second group were

those that were up-regulated. There were two branches created

within this gene group as well. The first branch included CDK1,

NOS3, PTGS2, and PTGS1. Among them, TNF and

CDK1 aggregated into a small branch and subsequently

FIGURE 2
Intersect targets of S.g and PDR.
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aggregated with PTGS2 into a branch. PTGS1 and NOS3 were

grouped into a tiny branch underneath the branch. ADRA1B,

CASP3, STAT1, PIR3CG, HMOX1, andMMP1made up another

branch of this type of clustering, of which MMP1 and

HMOX1 aggregated into one branch, PIR3CG and

STAT1 into one branch, CASP3 into one branch, and finally

the aforementioned two branches into one branch. It aggregates

with ADRA1B to create a branch after first creating one

(Figure 3B).

Construction of target protein and protein
interaction network

The network revealed that TNF, CASP3, and PTGS2 were

the top three core genes in this network (Figure 4A). Nine

genes, including PTGS2, TIMP1, TNF, STAT1, MMP1,

CASP3, NOS3, HMOX1, and TNFRSF1A, make up the

network’s core. This core network’s nine genes have

31 edges between them (Figure 4B).

FIGURE 3
Distribution of target genes in volcano plot (A) and expression cluster analysis (B) in each PDR sample.

FIGURE 4
Targets’ protein-protein interaction network. The interactions among the top three core targets (A). The interaction diagram between
targets (B).
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GO and KEGG enrichment analysis of
targets

18 targets were enriched in BP, CC, and MF by GO analysis.

23 of these BP elements were connected to biological processes

such cell growth, detoxification, and positive regulation.

Membrane, extracellular area, and membrane, extracellular

region, and synapse parts all involved 14 CC components.

9 MF components were implicated in catalysis, molecular

transducer, and antioxidant action (Figure 5).

Through KEGG enrichment analysis, 18 targets were mostly

enriched in 20 items, such as Fluid shear stress and

atherosclerosis, Chemical carcinogenesis—DNA adducts, IL-17

signalling pathway, AGE-RAGE signalling pathway in diabetic

complications, and others. (Figure 6).

Molecular docking and molecular
mechanism speculation involved in the
core target

The top three targets were checked to see if they may

combine with active substances using molecular docking. The

findings demonstrated that each of the network’s important

targets had a high affinity for the matching active component.

TNF and kaempferol were interacting. Beta-sitosterol and

kaempferol interact with CASP3. All six active substances

interacted with PTGS2. According to the findings of the

binding energy study, kaempferol’s energy required to bind

TNF was -9.5 kcal/mol. Beta-sitosterol and kaempferol both

bound to CASP3 with energies of −6.7 and −7.1 kcal/mol,

respectively. The six active compounds had various

PTGS2 binding energies. Beta-sitosterol (−9.6 kcal/mol),

kaempferol (−9.5 kcal/mol), flazin (−8.1 kcal/mol), perlolyrine

(−7.5 kcal/mol), ZINC03860434 (−6.7 kcal/mol), and mandenol

(−4.1 kcal/mol) are listed in that sequence from small to big

(Figure 7).

Schrodinger software is used to find all possible pockets on

the protein surface and connect interested molecules to each

pocket to find the best docking position in silico. The results

showed that PTGS2 and CASP3 proteins had multiple active

pockets and docked with different active molecules to generate

different scores. Through these scores, many potential drug

pockets were found. However, TNF has only one active

pocket, which is only docked with kaempferol to form a score.

This also seems to indicate that Chinese herbal medicine has the

characteristics of multi-component and multi target treatment of

diseases (Table 2 and Supplementary Figure S1).

After molecular docking, the molecular mechanism of key

targets is mapped. The results showed that these three core

FIGURE 5
GOenrichment analysis Included are biological progress (BP) terms,molecular function (MF) terms, and (C) cellular component (CC) terms. The
red bar is present number of up-regulated genes. The green one is present number of down-regulated genes.
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FIGURE 6
The top 20 of KEGG enrichment.

FIGURE 7
Binding sites and free energy scores of active compounds and the top three core targets.
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targets controlled the process of PDR by inhibiting cell apoptosis,

inflammation, angiogenesis and arachidonic acid metabolism

through 14 key pathways such as AGE-RAGE signaling

pathway in diabetic complexes (Figure 8).

Discussion

Traditional Chinese medicine has a complicated mechanism

of action since it has several components and targets. Analyzing

the mechanism of action of Chinese medicine is particularly

trickier when the pathophysiology of the condition is unclear.

Systems network analysis and pharmacology are combined in

network pharmacology. This advances our knowledge of the

relationships between substances, targets, and pathways by

enabling the systematic research of drug active substances,

targets, and molecular pathways.

This study’s investigation of the TCM active chemicals’

network of targets revealed that Mandenol, ZINC03860434,

Perlolyrine, kaempferol, Flazin, and beta-sitosterol can each

have an effect on a number of different targets. This result

raises the possibility that these substances are crucial to S.

gtherapeutic’s function in PDR. The most goals are for

kaempferol, followed by beta-sitosterol. This suggests that

TABLE 2 The results of active pocket prediction and molecular docking by Schrodinger software.

Targets Compounds Pockets number The best docking score Number of pockets
scored less than—6

TNF Kaempferoll 1 −5.425 0

CSAP3 beta-sitosterol 3 −3.748 0

CSAP3 Kaempferol 3 −6.568 1

PTGS2 Perlolyrine 5 −8.894 4

PTGS2 ZINC03860434 5 −8.729 3

PTGS2 Kaempferol 5 −8.563 5

PTGS2 Flazin 5 −8.297 5

PTGS2 Mandenol 5 −7.479 1

PTGS2 beta-sitosterol 5 −7.065 1

FIGURE 8
The potential molecular mechanisms of the three core targets. The red line represents the inhibition of activation of the target.
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these two components might be S. gprimary’s active

ingredients.

According to studies (Jorge et al., 2004), kaempferol can

quickly lower blood glucose levels in diabetic mice by targeting

mitochondrial calcium uptake and encouraging the metabolic/

secretory coupling of pancreatic cells. By controlling the stability

of gut flora, it can even reduce blood sugar (Bermont et al., 2020).

More significantly, kaempferol targets VEGF and PGF to limit

the activation of the Src-Akt1-Erk1/2 signalling pathway, which

may effectively manage diabetic retinopathy. This prevents the

angiogenesis of human retinal endothelial cells (HRECs) (Xu

et al., 2017). This suggests that the PDR may be enhanced by

kaempferol from S. g. The primary component of different

phytosterols is -sitosterol (Babu and Jayaraman, 2020).

According to Jayaraman et al. (2021), -Sitosterol can inhibit

the IKK/NF-B and JNK signalling pathways in adipocytes from

type 2 diabetic mice to prevent the inflammation and insulin

resistance brought on by obesity. By increasing the protein

expression of PPR and glucose transporter four in diabetic

rats, (Ramalingam et al., 2020) discovered that -sitosterol

sensitised the effects of insulin resistance on glucose

homeostasis, and the long-term stability of plasma glucose

may influence the development of diabetic retinopathy (DR).

Since -sitosterol has been linked to diabetic retinopathy in several

studies (Li et al., 2020), it is possible that this substance will help

PDR progress in a similar manner.

18 DEGs intersections with the targets of S.g. active

compounds were found, totaling 2642. The expression profiles

of those 18 targets in each of the GES60436 samples were

clustered, revealing that there were two main branches for

each target’s expression: the up- and down-expression

branches. Targets on each of the two major clades’ subclades

may have had a complementary role in PDR development.

Therefore, it was hypothesised that S.g may interact with these

targets and cause their expression patterns to have the same

expression pattern. The up-regulated expression branch of the

PPI network, where PTGS2, TNF, and CASP3 were grouped,

may be crucial in the way that S.g. treats PDR. The PPI network

contained all targets other than KCNH2 and CHRM3.

KCNH2 plays a part in regulating blood glucose homeostasis

as a crucial component of the Kv11.1 voltage gate of cells

(Engelbrechtsen et al., 2018). The pancreatic islet cells that

express CHRM3 have the ability to stimulate the production

of insulin (Guo et al., 2006). There is no question that both A and

B have a role in controlling blood sugar, which may be relevant to

PDR. However, there was no interaction between KCNH2 and

CHRM3 and other proteins in the PPI network. It’s possible that

those two targets interact indirectly with proteins in the PDR

rather than directly, necessitating the addition of more proteins

to the PPI. The network can respond logically.

For 18 targets, GO and KEGG enrichment analysis was

utilised to forecast the underlying mechanism of the

therapeutic action of S.g on PDR. GO analysis revealed that

18 targets, including cell proliferation, growth, and positive/

negative regulation of biological processes, were enriched in

23 BP entries, indicating that these common target genes

influenced PDR through a variety of biological processes.

14 items, comprising membrane part, extracellular area part,

membrane, extracellular region, and synapse portion, are the

major emphasis of CC entries. These targets are situated in a way

that allows for direct interaction with external active substances.

Nine elements—antioxidant activity, catalytic activity, hijacked

molecular function, binding, molecular function regulator,

structural molecule activity, transporter activity, and

transcription regulator activity—made up the majority of the

MF entries (Figure 5). The multimodality of S.g for the

prevention and treatment of PDR is demonstrated by these

enhanced entries.

According to the results of the KEGG enrichment study,

18 targets were mostly enriched in 20 items, including DNA

adducts from chemical carcinogenesis, IL-17 signalling

pathway, AGE-RAGE signalling pathway in diabetic

complications, and others. (Figure 6). Vascular shape

includes fluid shear stress and atherosclerosis pathways,

which may be a key avenue for PDR vascular membrane

development (Baeyens et al., 2016). Numerous tumours

were linked to the DNA adducts-chemical carcinogenesis

pathway. For instance, reduced GSTM2 expression in this

pathway encourages cell division, cell cycle, and cell

metastasis (Guo et al., 2020). Therefore, it was

hypothesised that these targets are responsible for the

aberrant growth of blood vessels in the diabetic retina.

Inflammatory variables that may have a role in the

remodelling of the retina and the tissues around it include

the IL-17 signalling pathway. Diabetic problems and the AGE-

RAGE signalling pathway Advanced glycation end products

(AGEs) are important in cell proliferation, and RAGEs were

AGEs’ receptors. This pathway also induces NF-kB activity,

increases VEGF production, encourages angiogenesis or

remodelling, inflammation, and death. Blood vessels are

continuously created and multiplied as part of the cancer

process. The toxoplasmosis pathway affected apoptosis,

inflammation, and other processes. Lipid droplet

production and arachidonic acid metabolism are impacted

by lipolysis regulation in adipocytes. The cGMP-PKG

signalling pathway was engaged in the contraction,

proliferation, and differentiation of vascular smooth muscle

cells. Angiogenesis and cell necrosis are also impacted by the

TNF signalling pathway. MicroRNAs can cause aberrant

apoptosis and unchecked cell growth in the cancer

pathway. Xenobiotics were broken down by the cytochrome

P450 pathway, which was engaged in the process. In vascular

remodelling, angiogenesis, cell proliferation, the cell cycle,

apoptosis, inflammation, and metabolism, these signalling

pathways are crucial. These elements were the PDR’s

known pathogenic components (Kelly et al., 2005; Zhang
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et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2015; Bokhary et al., 2021; Hsiao et al.,

2021).

The binding energy and locations of the active compounds

corresponding to the top three target genes were examined using

molecular docking in order to better understand the potential

molecular mechanism of S.g preventative and therapeutic actions

for PDR. The outcome demonstrated that the most trustworthy

mixture was TNF and kaempferol. TNF can be divided into TNF-

α and TNF-β. The secretion of inflammation-related cytokines

(TNF-α, IL-6, etc.) in human retinal endothelial cells (HRECs)

was increased in a high-glucose environment. It was suggested

that TNF-α might be involved in the inflammatory response of

retinal endothelial cells in a high-glucose environment (Zhang

et al., 2019b). Studies have shown that TNF-α expression levels

are reduced in diabetic retinopathy rats models after treatment

(Gupta et al., 2020). kaempferol significantly reduced the

expression of TNF to suppress the inflammatory response

(Palacz-Wrobel et al., 2017). Kaempferol also inhibits

angiogenesis by downregulating TNF-a expression (Yu et al.,

2022). Inflammation and proliferation of blood vessels are

important causes of PDR. Therefore, it is hypothesized that

kaempferol can bind to TNF to inhibit inflammation and

angiogenesis to combat PDR. This is consistent with the

predicted molecular mechanism of the three core targets to

combat PDR. CASP3 can be bound by beta-sitosterol and

kaempferol. Kaempferol protects retinal cells from oxidative

stress damage by downregulating CASP3 expression in vitro

and in vivo (Yun et al., 2021). Treatment with Beta sitosterol

inhibits CASP3 and thus protects cells from apoptosis (Lin et al.,

2020). All six species have the ability to bind to PTGS2, with beta-

sitosterol, kaempferol, flazin, perlolyrine, ZINC03860434, and

mandenol having the highest binding energies. It has been shown

that PTGS2 induces the synthesis of prostaglandins (PG) such as

PGD2, PGE2, PGF2a, etc. PG in turn promotes the production of

VEGF by paracrine, endocrine or autocrine means. The

produced VEGF in turn stimulates PTGS2 to further trigger

PG production thus increasing the level of PG to stimulate the

expression of angiogenic factors and promote angiogenesis

(Iñiguez et al., 2003). Therefore, it is hypothesized that the six

active compounds inhibit the activity of PTGS2 through the

active site, which in turn inhibits angiogenesis to prevent and

treat PDR. However, these molecules could also be allosteric

modulators so they might bind not the active site but the other

sites. Schrodinger software was used to found all pockets of key

targets and docked ingredients with pockets one by one. The

results show that many active pockets were found. The six active

compounds were scored differently with different pockets of

activity for the three core targets. Among them, those scored less

than—six by Schrodinger software are better drug design

pockets. This was implies that the screened active ingredients

have the potential to become drugs. By comparing the two

molecular docking methods, the active sites of AutoDock

Tools molecular docking are essentially in the active pocket

predicted by Schrödinger’s software. It was also implied that a

single active substance in S. g interacted with a number of PDR

targets and that a single target interacted with a number of

compounds, ultimately forming a treatment strategy with

multiple compounds and many targets. When the active

compounds bind to the target protein with the minimum free

energy, the therapeutic impact of S.g may be dose-dependent.

However, if the active compound dosage was insufficient, it may

not be able to bind to other targets, leading to a poor therapeutic

effect.

This study has several restrictions. The first is a summary

of our findings at the network pharmacology, molecular

docking, and bioinformatics levels. However, due to the

current technology’s quick growth, the database was not

updated in a timely manner, and the accuracy has to be

increased. After the isolation and purification of

therapeutic compounds, our results should be further

validated by tests like Realtime-PCR, surface plasmon

resonance and pharmacological research to confirm the

bind effects. To improve the trustworthiness of the

findings, more TCM target databases and freshly published

literature component targets should be incorporated.

Conclusion

In conclusion, network pharmacology demonstrated that

the primary active compounds in S. g, namely kaempferol

and beta-sitosterol, might act on a variety of targets. S.g may

have the ability to cure PDR mostly through the following

pathways: cGMP-PKG signalling, TNF signalling,

Metabolism, IL-17 signalling, AGE-RAGE signalling in

diabetic complications, cancer, Toxoplasmosis, and

lipolysis in adipocytes. In particular, six compounds bind

to the top three core targets to inhibit IL-17 signaling

pathway, AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in diabetic

complications, Pathways in cancer and 14 other signaling

pathways to inhibit inflammation, apoptosis, oxidative

stress, arachidonic acid metabolism, and angiogenesis to

prevent and treat PDR. The six active compounds’

therapeutic impact may be dose-dependent. Our findings

provide as a guide for further investigation into the S. g

preventative mechanism in PDR.
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